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Figure S1. Compare the conventional constant temperature folding (CTF) simulation with
that of Variable Temperature Folding (VTF) simulation. A) CTF simulation of all-β sandwich
domains HC19, B) VTF simulation of HC19, C) the free energy distribution of the two
simulations as log inverse of distribution probability. Compared with CTF, VTF experiences
double transition between the two states within the same number of simulation steps, and the
resulted free energy landscape has a wider sampling distribution.
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Figure S2. Comparison of residual ϕ-values (black) calculated using the conventional Gō-like
minimal model and those (red) using the frustrated Gō-like model for the 9 -sandwich
domains that have the same sequence except a single mutation; the difference in residual ϕvalue changes reveal, to some extent, how the different local environment of mutation-site
affects the folding dynamics of the -sandwich structure.

Figure S3. Comparison experimental residual ϕ-values with simulated ϕ-values for HC19
domain. The experimental residue index is derived through sequence-alignment.

Figure S4. The contact maps of transition states for the 9 -sandwich domains.
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map, the upper left triangle is derived from the frustrated Gō-like model which is compared
with the lower right triangle derived from the conventional Gō-like minimal model.

